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that is where technology such
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With a highly-targeted readership across the energy, oil and gas industries,
Energy, Oil & Gas (EOG) magazine covers all aspects of the energy
industry, including oil and gas production, renewables (solar, wind, hydro,
geothermal, biomass, wave/tidal) electricity transmission, distribution,
and nuclear.The magazine also now incorporates Energy & Mining
International, which introduces features on the mining sector, including
technology and trends for those working in this important area.
The combination of these two well-respected titles means that the
readership has been extended into new locations and sectors around the
globe.The addition of Energy & Mining International to Energy,
Oil & Gas has produced a strong resource that offers instant access to
information on the latest solutions, best practices and hot topics that are
happening across these vital sectors.

Welaptega has executed a mooring inspection programme for BP offshore Angola
Chrysaor awards new contract to international energy logistics provider Petersen
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The editorial within EOG highlights those key areas important to
professionals – emerging trends and hot topics, technology and
equipment, IT, health, safety and environment, finance, research and
development, infrastructure and Government legislation.The magazine
frequently features significant exhibitions and conferences in the energy, oil,
gas and mining markets, highlighting emerging technology and the
most recent discussions and conclusions drawn from these very
important events.
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The feature articles are written by experts from technical, industrial and
academic bodies, and provide essential insights into today’s mission critical
operational issues and core competencies – the information that today’s
agile and responsive companies need to absorb, adapt and consider.

Covering a variety of fields of operation, these articles run alongside
new case studies of prominent and successful companies, that provide a
practical illustration of how theories are put into practice, how legislation is
affecting operations and how state-of-the-art technology can add value and
increase productivity, lower costs and provide benchmarking opportunities
across the sector.
Based on interviews with top executives in the energy, oil, gas and mining
arenas, these case studies share stories of success and offer insights into
best practices.

Energy, Oil & Gas is targeted at senior
executives across the global energy and
mining sectors and associated industries.
With 213,000 readers throughout North
America, the UK, and the rest of the world,
the magazine is sent to senior executives,
management and key decision makers,
as well as governing bodies and industry
associations – staff that are critical to the
energy and mining industries.
Working in combination with the
digital and hard copy magazine, EOG’s
comprehensive website takes the content
to a global online audience.

WHY ADVERTISE IN EOG?
Get your company’s products and services
into the hands of 213,000 readers with real
and genuine purchasing and specifying power;
the senior executives who are controlling and
managing the most significant energy and mining
projects
l
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Our research team only targets CEOs,
Presidents, Managing Directors,Vice
Presidents and Owners. Although marketing/
communications and some technical professionals
may come to view the publication, it primarily
serves senior level officials
l
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Maximize your marketing messages by utilizing
multiple avenues of approach – digital magazines,
hard copy print magazines, fully comprehensive
website and social media platforms. Companies
appearing in EOG get their stories straight into
the hands of 213,000 readers, and also reach a
global audience online
l
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Already experiencing nearly 221,000 total
visits per month, www.energy-oil-gas.com
is attracting increasing traffic and becoming
a vital part of how EOG connects to its
readers.

Increase your brand visibility and share your
successes – and then use the resulting story in
your own marketing collateral and promotional
materials
l

With a high level of engagement with
followers, EOG’s Twitter feed is also
gaining considerable traction in the social
media environment.

Deepen your relationship with your biggest
customers and share the skills and services of
your main suppliers
l

Promote your presence at important
exhibitions and highlight the new and exciting
launches that visitors can expect to see on your
stand
l

Appear in the pages of a B2B magazine with
a real heritage and pedigree in the industry –
alongside your peers and those you aspire to
work alongside in the future
l
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FORWARD FEATURES 2020

EOG 2020

July 182

READERSHIP BREAKDOWN

August 183		September 184

READERSHIP

JOB TITLE

OIL & GAS

45%

CEO, President, Owner, Managing Director

u Upstream/Midstream/Downstream

Global reach

14%

COO,VP Operations, Operations Director

u Onshore & Offshore

27%

CFO, Private Equity Partner, Financial Principal

u Heavy Oil & Oil sands

6%

VP Engineering,VP Exploration,VP Production

u Light Oil

8%

Mine Manager/Project Manager/Superintendent

u Juniors/Intermediates/Majors

Total readership		

Feature

Cyber threats

Sustainable energy		Fracking

Feature

Mining

Nuclear power		Wind power

North America

Feature

AI/IoT

Digitalisation		Upstream

UK		

Feature

Midstream

Shale gas		Mineral exploration and development

213,000

EMEA

u Exploration/Development/Production
EOG 2020

October 185

November 186

December 187		

Feature

Heavy oil and oil sands

Mining sector

Monitoring and detection		

Feature

Ground source heat pumps

Upstream

Battery storage		

Feature

Equipment

Feature

Cleaner fuels

Cleaning and maintenance
Future of hydrogen

EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW
84%
66.5%

involved in business
development decisions

have purchasing power or
procurement power
are key business decision

85% makers and influencers

Industry 4.0

66.7%

Refining		

are in senior management positions
are integral to investment

96.4% opportunities

56% are actively looking to raise capital
are seeking best practices and

*Every edition is comprised of individual company profiles pertaining to the energy and mining space. This is the bulk of the publication makeup.
Advertorials, paid content, and industry case studies/independent contributions round out the rest.
The magazine appears in three versions - in digital format which is emailed to subscribers, a comprehensive website and hard copy print that is dispatched by post.
Readers then have the option to keep it on their desk, carry it in a briefcase, or access it by any smart device.

65%
0

20%

40%

60%

RENEWABLES

MINING

u Solar

u Precious Metals

u Wind

u Base Metals

u Hydro

u Rare Earth Metals & Minerals

u Geothermal

u Industrial Minerals & Frac Sand

u Biomass

u Aggregates & Natural Stone

u Wave/tidal

u Coal

85% better business strategies

u Exploration/Development/Production

are actively looking for
investment targets

u Juniors/Intermediates/Production

80%

100%

u Mine Mills & Processing Plants

CUSTOM MEDIA

CUSTOM MEDIA

Published in both the print and digital magazines, an Exclusive Feature is tailored to your company – crafted by one of our editors, the content is driven by you; based around an in-depth interview.
The ideal way to promote a new product or service, Exclusive Features can also be used to highlight interesting and significant company history, new developments, investments, M&A, recruitment
drives, and any other areas of importance – the content is driven by what you would like to promote.
Custom articles can be two, four, six or more pages long, and no advertising commitment is required, although the option to include your own ad in the layout is available.
Cover images and/or text are negotiable.

Brochure
Transforming your Exclusive Feature into a stand-alone printed brochure creates a very cost-effective and useful marketing tool for your sales team; ideal to send to clients who are looking
for more information on your company, or to use as marketing collateral at exhibitions.
The printed brochures will include the front cover of the magazine in which your Exclusive Feature appeared and your choice of back cover. Brochures create a very positive opportunity to
gain a powerful marketing tool and elevate your profile in the market.

2 page
6 page

4 page

8 page

ALSO AVAILABLE…
Printed brochure, digital flip book, high/low resolution PDF
Your Exclusive Feature will be launched in the digital and printed version of EOG magazine, but further value is added through the creation of printed, hard-copy brochures,
a digital flip book (provided as a link for you to share) PLUS the Exclusive Feature as both High and Low resolution PDF files.

Digital flip books
Created for you by our in-house team, the Digital Flip Book is a
quick-click version of your Exclusive Feature, and can be placed
on your website or emailed to new clients for unlimited use.

PDF
A complete reproduction of your Exclusive Feature, provided in a
well-established file format. High and Low resolution PDFs can be
easily emailed as attachments, as well as being uploaded to your
own website, and can be viewed on almost any platform.

E-Blasts
Body copy content is negotiable, with multiple image locations to
use and a maximum of 800 words. Live ‘Enquire Now’ links can
be inserted, alongside other eye-catching differentiators – cross
headings, bullet points and pull-quotes can all be created.
E-Blasts are sent to the complete digital readership database

WEBSITE
Your Exclusive Feature will be automatically included on
the EOG website.
You can also create your own ‘As Featured In’ link
on your website that connects directly to the story,
making it easier for you to share the story online, and
reach customers across the globe via online search and
advertising opportunities.

CONTACT US

MARKET LEADERS
Celebrating all that is remarkable in the global energy industry, over the 13 years of its history Energy, Oil & Gas has featured some of the world’s finest companies. The
lists below are just a selection of the market leaders that have benefited from appearing in the pages of our publications; using the platform to share their stories of remarkable
innovation, impressive development and solid growth.
Appearing in Energy, Oil & Gas not only puts your story into the hands of 213,000 readers but also makes it available to a global audience online.

USA

UK & REST OF THE WORLD

Managing Director

Custom Media Manager

Joe Woolsgrove

Darren Jolliffe

jwoolsgrove@schofieldpublishing.com

djolliffe@schofieldpublishing.com

Editor

VP of Sales

Libbie Hammond

Alasdair Gamble

libbie@schofieldpublishing.com

agamble@schofieldpublishing.com
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ACWA Power

Fugro

Nexans

TATWEER Petroleum

Babcock

Detour Gold
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RSP Permian

Senior VP of Operations

VPs of Production

Philip Monument

Fleur Daniels

pmonument@schofieldpublishing.com

fdaniels@schofieldpublishing.com

A.Hak Drillcon BV

Gasunie

Oceaneering

TechnipFMC

Badger Mining

Dominion Energy

SandRidge Energy

Apache Corp.

GDF Suez Global Energy

Oiltanking

Technip

Baker Hughes

EagleClaw Midstream

Spectra Energy

Archer UK Ltd

GE Oil & Gas

Ørsted (Dong Energy)

Total

B&N Coal

Eclipse Resources

Stewart & Stevenson

Atlas Copco Rental

Halliburton Middle East and Africa

Parkwind NV

Total E&P

Buckeye Partners

FLSmidth

Stone Energy

Bilfinger Salamis UK

Helix Energy Solutions

Petroineos Manufacturing Scotland

Trelleborg

Cactus Drilling

Freeport McMoran

TF Warren Group

BP

Hoyer Petrolog

Phillips 66 – Humber Refinery

Vattenfall

Canadian Royalties

Gibson Energy

Tioga Pipe

Energinet.dk

Idemitsu Petroleum Norge

Porvoo Refinery (Neste Oil)

Verwater Group

Conuma Coal

Goldcorp

Walter Energy

Engro

Interterminals

Puma Energy UK

Vopak

Copper Mountain Mining

Hi-Crush Partners

Weir Minerals

E.On

Kongsberg

RWE DEA

VTTI Fujairah Terminals

CountryMark

Jacobs Canada

Whiting Petroleum

Equinor (Statoil)

Lukoil

Samsung Heavy Industries

Wintershall

CRC-Evans

Key Energy Services

Fairfield Energy

National Grid

Shell

Wood Group

De Beers Canada

Pioneer Natural Resources

Fluxys Belgium

National Oilwell Varco

Siemens

Delek Logistics Partners

Rice Energy

VP of Operations
Natalie Griffiths

natalie.griffiths@schofieldpublishing.com

IT IS CONTINUOUSLY DRIVING
FORWARDS WITH INNOVATIVE
NEW WAYS TO PROTECT THOSE
WORKING ON SITE

Visualising success

David Howard

Sophisticated data management
is needed to help the oil and gas
industry boost efficiency and cut costs

design@schofieldpublishing.com

Measure for measure

It is becoming critical that flare
gas is metered accurately and
that is where technology such
as CFD comes in

Advertising Administrator
Tracy Chynoweth

studio@schofieldpublishing.com
Welaptega has executed a mooring inspection programme for BP offshore Angola
Chrysaor awards new contract to international energy logistics provider Petersen

Are you interested in becoming part of Energy, Oil and Gas?
If you would like to be profiled in our magazine, please call 011 44 312 854 0123
or email pmonument@schofieldpublishing.com

For further information contact:
web@schofieldpublishing.com
sales@schofieldpublishing.com
studio@schofieldpublishing.com

Schofield Publishing

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

TERMS & CONDITIONS

1.

These conditions shall apply to all advertisements submitted by the company (“the Advertiser”) as identified on the Advertising Order Confirmation for publication by Schofield Publishing Ltd (“the Publisher”). All advertisements are accepted subject to the Publisher’s approval of the
copy and to the space being available.

21. Any supplementary editorial text (‘editorial mention’) given as part of an advertisement is considered to be a free of charge addition. It is the responsibility of the Advertiser to provide the text and should the text not be received, the advertisement will be run without it, and invoiced
at full price. Errors within the text provided are solely the responsibility of the Advertiser.The Publisher retains the right to amend the text to fit house style. Cancellations in any way related to this free of charge tool will not be accepted.

2.

Acceptance of an advertisement for publication by the Publisher does not deem endorsement or approval by the Publisher of any product or service advertised.

22. Payment terms are strictly upon the publication [digital] date and receipt of invoice. Advertisers who fail to pay within 30 days from the date of invoice will be liable to a surcharge of 4% base for each full month overdue. A [digital] voucher copy or in the case of inserts a Certification
of Insertion voucher, will be sent on publication together with an invoice or acknowledgement of payment received.

3.

A confirmation of the advertising order in writing via email or fax will be considered a binding contract.

4.

The Publisher does not require a signed order as the advertising space will be allocated based on confirmation via email or fax.

5.

The Publisher will send the Advertiser or its nominated agent information on mechanical requirements for the advertisement or loose insert.

6.

Files must be supplied to the Publisher’s technical specification. Files must be supplied digitally via email or online transfer sites, in the requested format.

7.

Copy must be supplied without application from the Publisher. All copy MUST be received by the stated dates. In the event of copy instructions not being received by the copy date the Publisher reserves the right to either repeat existing copy held or to obtain the necessary materials
at the Advertiser’s expense to produce an advertisement that shall not be subject to the Advertiser’s prior approval.

8.

The Publisher reserves the right to use alternative material within the space booked by the Client, if no material is supplied to the Publisher before the advised publishing deadline.The Client will still be liable for the full invoice amount charged against the booked space.

9.

Time shall be of the essence in respect of all obligations undertaken by the Advertiser in any contract made with the Publisher.

10. Failure to timely submit copy to the Publisher shall not relieve the Advertiser from liability for the cost of the advertisement.
11. Every care is taken to avoid mistakes, but the Publisher cannot accept liability for any errors due to third parties, subcontractors or inaccurate copy instructions. Claims of errors in finished orders will only be considered if the Advertiser has previously affirmatively submitted copy
and/or approved the proof, the advertisement deviates from the submitted copy and/or approved proof, and notification of the error is received in writing within ten days of receipt of invoice.
12. The Advertiser warrants that the information provided by him to the Publisher for the purpose of preparing or publishing any advertisement of or relating to the Advertiser’s trade or business is true and accurate.

23. The rate card, together with these Terms and Conditions, constitutes all the terms of the contract and no agent or other representative of the company has the right to vary the terms thereof in any way.
24. Zero agency discount will be paid unless stipulated in the Advertising order.
25. The Advertiser’s property, artwork and other materials are held at the Advertiser’s risk and should be insured by the Advertiser against fire or any other damage and whilst in transit.
26. The Publisher will return copy and artwork upon application, but reserves the right after six months from the date of the last appearance to dispose of any copy materials, providing the Advertiser or his agent has not given written instructions to the contrary.
27. For the purpose of these conditions, ‘Advertisement’ includes loose or other inserts where appropriate.
28. With regards to images, you must be the license holder of any licensed images supplied from image libraries, or have sought and obtained the correct permissions to use the pictures you are supplying. Please do not provide any pictures you are not authorised to use. Should any costs
arise to Schofield Publishing from the use of images supplied, these will be passed to you.
29. Whilst every effort will be made to meet the wishes of the Advertiser regarding positioning, no guarantee can be made unless the Advertiser is paying a special position charge.
30. READERSHIP: In a few instances, our internal editorial research department has produced a more detailed breakdown of our readers based entirely on industry knowledge, without the support of independent data or research. It should only be relied on as a benchmark and general
guidance as to what we believe is the readership makeup.
31. DIGITAL FILES: For all supplied adverts, the preferred file format is a high-resolution Adobe PDF, in CMYK format, with all fonts embedded.
32. We can also accept JPEG, EPS and TIFF.

13. The Advertiser accepts full responsibility for all content (including text, representations and illustrations) and will indemnify the Publisher against any expense, which the Publisher may incur as a direct or indirect consequence of the Advertiser’s announcement.The Publisher will also
be indemnified by the Advertiser in respect of any claims, costs and expenses arising out of any illegal or libellous matter printed for the Advertiser or any infringement of copyright patent or designs.

33. We cannot guarantee images and logos lifted from company websites will be print high resolution. Please check images are 300dpi.

14. The Publisher will not accept responsibility for consequential loss due to the rejection of material as unsuitable, the non-arrival of material by the stated deadline, or the failure to publish as a result of circumstances beyond the Publisher’s control.

34. We also can accept draft adverts in Microsoft Word and Powerpoint. Please be sure to include all necessary accompanying images as separate files and include font files.

15. The Publisher shall not be liable for any financial, consequential or indirect loss suffered by the Advertiser as a result of any act or omission of the Publisher.

35. All supplied adverts must be presented in a manner ready for press.

16. The liability of the Publisher in respect of any breach of its obligations pursuant to a contract made with the Advertiser shall in no case exceed the price paid by the Advertiser to the Publisher in respect of the relevant advertisement. Save to the extent that the same cannot by law or
statue be excluded, all conditions and warranties or representations expressed or implied by statue or otherwise in relation to the service provided by the Publisher to the Advertiser are hereby excluded.

36. EOG magazine does not accept responsibility for files that have not been presented correctly - the sole responsibility for file content rests with the file originator.

17. Cancellation of multiple insertions for independent advertising will only be accepted if made in writing and at least 4 weeks prior to the cover or publication date. Cancellation of an advertising order less than 28 days before publication date will incur a 100% cancellation charge.

37. Please include any Editorial Mentions separately with your submission. Please send in a text file or within the body of an e-mail.
38. For your convenience, files up to 5MB can be sent via e-mail to studio@schofieldpublishing.com

18. CONTRACT ADVERTISERS: If an Advertiser cancels the balance of a contract (excluding covers or single insertion orders, which are non-cancellable), it relinquishes any right to that series discount to which it was previously entitled and advertisements will be invoiced at the
appropriate rate.

39. If you are sending larger files, please use a free file-sharing website such as We Transfer: www.wetransfer.com

19. Covers, single insertion orders and company profile advertisers are non-cancellable.

40. Please contact your production co-ordinator if you have any questions.

20. The Publisher reserves the right to omit or suspend an advertisement at any time for good cause as it determines in its sole discretion, in which case no claim on the part of the Advertiser for damages or breach of contract shall arise.

41. If you need our studio to design your advert at no additional cost or have questions or concerns regarding advert material, please e-mail or call.

